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SHiP Collaboration as on 9th February 2015
(List of Institutes signing SHIP Technical Proposal)

Includes a contribution from
2 French groups signing the TP,
and acknowledgement to a personal
contribution from Maxim Titov

Some history and current status
 Oct 2013: submitted our EOI: CERN-SPSC-2013-024 ; arXiv:1310.1762 ; SPSC-EOI-010
 January 2014: EOI discussed at SPSC
Encouraged to produce “an extended proposal with further developed physics goals, a more
detailed technical design and a stronger collaboration.”
 Work towards Technical Proposal in full swing
Extension of physics program
Signal background studies and optimization
Detector specification, simulation and even some detector R&D
Optimization of Experimental Facility - beam line, target, and muon filter, RP, overall layout
 1st SHiP Workshop in Zurich in June with a 100 experimentalists and theorists
41 institutes from 14 countries expressed interest to contribute to the Technical Proposal
 2nd SHiP Workshop/Collaboration meeting at CERN September 24-26
Revise progress in Working Groups towards Technical Proposal
Extend physics for a general purpose facility: Tau neutrino, LFV and direct Dark Matter search
 3rd SHiP Collaboration meeting at CERN December 15
Revise progress towards TP and Physics Proposal (PP). Formalize Collaboration
as proposed by CERN management with 44 institutes (14 countries)
 4th SHiP Collaboration meeting in Naples, February 9-11
Finalize contents for TP and PP
 First drafts of TP and PP distributed for comments, end of February

Next steps: schedule of the SHIP facility
PRELIMINARY

A few milestones:
 Technical proposal

 March 2015

 CERN to decide on the strategy for the SHIP beam within a year after TP submission

 Technical Design Report
 2018
 Construction and installation
 2018 – 2022
 Data taking and analysis of 2×1020 pot  2023 – 2027++

Introduction
 SHiP is a general purpose fixed target facility to explore the domain of hidden
particles (HP) with masses below O(10) GeV. HP are predicted in many models
explaining known shortcoming of the SM as described in Physics Proposal
 SHiP will use high intensity spills at 400 GeV similar to CNGS programme
Full exploitation of the protons available at SPS
after the demands of LHC and other fixed target
experiments !
 SPS beam is ideal in terms of its intensity
and energy in maximizing the sensitivity
reach for HP in charm decays
 Also ideal for ντ physics (DS  τντ )
 Brief comparison with fixed target experiment at FNAL and KEK beams, and
with colliding experiment at LHC running at √s = 14 TeV assuming a luminosity
of 1000 fb-1
 The scope of the proposed facility is wider than the physics objectives of SHiP,
e.g. searches for LFV τ  3µ, direct search for DM require dedicated experiments

Introduction
 SHiP is complementary to the other running or planned projects
searching for NP
- direct searches by ATLAS and CMS at √s=14 TeV
( perhaps at FCC in pp-mode later)
- indirect searches in flavour physics: LHCb, BELLE 2, NA62 (in kaon sector)
- also muon anomalous magnetic moment, LFV searches, proton decay etc…
 Anticipate a recommendation by the SPSC committee and a decision by
CERN on the strategy for SHiP within a year of the submission of TP
 The remaining choices of baseline technologies will be made in time
to submit Technical Design Reports by 2018
 The detector construction, five years of data taking, and the data analysis
of 2×1020 p.o.t. can be achieved in ~10 years

Physics Motivation

SM is great but it is not a complete theory
Experimental facts of BSM physics
- Neutrino masses & oscillations
- The nature of non-baryonic Dark Matter
- Excess of matter over antimatter in the Universe
- Cosmic inflation of the Universe
Theoretical shortcomings
Gap between Fermi and Planck scales, Dark Energy, connection
to gravity, resolution of the strong CP problem, the naturalness
of the Higgs mass, the pattern of masses and mixings in the
quark and lepton sectors, …

No clear guidance on the scale of NP and on its
coupling strength to the SM particles !

An example: See-saw generation of neutrino masses
Most general renormalisable Lagrangian of all SM particles (+3 singlets
wrt the SM gauge group):

Yukawa term: mixing of
NI with active neutrinos to
explain oscillations

Majorana term which
carries no gauge charge

The scale of the active neutrino mass is given by the see-saw formula:
where
- typical value of the Dirac mass term
Example:
For M ~ 1 GeV and mν ~ 0.05 eV
it results in mD ~ 10 keV and Yukawa
coupling ~ 10-7
Smallness of the neutrino mass hints
either on very large M or very small YIα

BSM theories with a new energy scale
(which may also have light particles)
SUSY is an example
 From naturalness expect SUSY masses comparable to the Higgs mass to avoid
significant fine tuning
 Could still have light NP. SUSY breaking may be accompanied
by s-goldstinos (P,S) with couplings ~ 1 / ( SUSY breaking scale )
 may have evaded detection

 R-parity violating neutralinos in some SUSY models

Models with Dark sector: impressive list of ideas in the past
(pioneered by Bjorken and Okun)

 Hidden particles are singlets with respect to the SM gauge group
 Very weak interactions with the SM particles through portals described by various
operators with vector, Higgs, neutrino and axion forms
 Isolated Dark sector naturally provides DM candidates
 Dark Sector may have a rich structure of light hidden messengers between
Dark sector and SM particles
 No theoretical input on the Dark Sector mass scale 
may well happen to be accessible at future experiments

Vector portal

Mirror matter: to restore P, C and CP

Dim 2: Hypercharge U(1) field, Bµν
New particle – massive vector photon (paraphoton, secluded photon, …)
renormalisable coupling – kinetic mixing  εΒµνF’µν
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Higgs portal

Dim 2: Higgs field
New particle – hidden (dark) scalar with renormalisable coupling

 Convenient parameterization of an extended Higgs sector: two Higgs doublets,
SUSY (e.g. light s-goldstino, scalar singlets, Higgs triplets, …
 Extra scalars may help in solving hierarchy problem, flavour problem, baryogenesis,
Dark Matter, neutrino masses, inflaton, etc
 Production
- direct:
p+target  χX
- in flavour decays: BχK*
- τ Η sin2ρ

Neutrino portal

Dim 5/2 Higgs-lepton
renormalisable coupling 

Axion portal
Dim 4: Axion-like Particles, pseudoscalars
Non-renormalisable couplings 
 Axions  to solve strong CP-problem, string theory, extra dimensions
 Axion-Like Particles (or pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons)  dark matter, SUSY …

SN1987a

CHARM
Meson decays
(g-2)µ
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BSM theories with no NP between Fermi and Planck scales
(minimalistic approach)
νMSM

( T.Asaka, M.Shaposhnikov PL B620 (2005) 17 ) explains

all experimental
short comings of the SM at once by adding 3 HNL: N1, N2 and N3
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Experimental and cosmological constraints
 Recent progress in cosmology
 The sensitivity of previous experiments
did not probe the interesting region
for HNL masses above the kaon mass

D decays
- SPS -

B decays

 Use heavy flavour and W,Z decays
to extend mass sensitivity reach

W,Z
- TLEP -

Main goal of current and near future experiments:
exploration of the Fermi scale
(and a bit beyond)

Experiments at the both
energy and intensity
frontiers are essential !

Energy Frontier: No sign of New Physics yet !
(or what has yet not been found)

Wait for new LHC data at √s = 13 TeV

Indirect bounds on the scale of New Physics
Most stringent limits come from observables in K0 & B0 mixing

Wait for new data from LHCb, NA-62 and later
from BELLE-2 and LHCb Upgrade
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Search for Heavy Majorana Neutral Leptons at accelerators
(recent results and future perspectives)

Intensity frontier: New fixed target facility is very timely
to explore Hidden Sector and to search for HNL
Common experimental features:
 Production through meson decays (π, K, D, B, proton bremstrahlung, …)
 Decays

 Full reconstruction and PID are essential to minimize model dependence
 Production and decay rates are strongly suppressed relative to SM
- Production branching ratios O(10-10)
- Long-lived objects
- Travel unperturbed through ordinary matter
 Challenge is background suppression  requires O(0.01) carefully estimated

Physics objectives of SHiP
 SHiP will directly search for weakly interacting New Physics
Will exceed the sensitivity of previous experiments by a few
orders of magnitude in the mass range O(10 GeV)
For example, probe HNL couplings close to the ultimate see-saw limit

SHiP

 Unique potential to explore physics of tau neutrinos
- Observe ντ for the first time
- Extract F4 and F5 structure functions never measured so far

 General Purpose Fixed-Target
SHIP Experimental Facility
 SHIP Sensitivities to Selected Physics Channels

Prevessin North Area Site:
Civil engineering complex layout:

 85m long Junction cavern in the TDC2 line
 170 m long machine Extraction Tunnel (4 m
wide by 4m high similar to TDC2)
 15 m long by 15 m wide Access building incl.
a shaft to reach the Extraction Tunnel line

Proposed location by CERN beams and
support departments (TT20 transfer line):

New Intensity Frontier (SHIP Facility) at the SPS/CERN

 Fixed-target (“beam-dump”) is an ideal instrument to search for
weakly interacting Hidden Particles (HP) in Heavy Flavor Decays

SPS can provide 2×1020 protons on target (p.o.t.) in 5 years

assuming the same operation as demonstrated during CNGS run
 Large charm production cross section
SPS: 4x1013 / 7s @ 400 GeV (√s = 27 GeV)
 data sample of > 1017 D-mesons
 Side benefit: Optimizing for heavy meson decays also
optimizes facility for 𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏 (𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒,𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇) physics: 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟(𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠→𝜏𝜏+𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏)~ 5.6%
 data sample of ~ 1015 τ-leptons

Comparison of SHIP with other projects:

CNGS operation :
4.5x1019 pot/year
 2x1020 pot (5 y.)

– LHC (√s = 14 TeV): - 500 x 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 1 ab−1 (i.e. 3-4 years):
∼2 x 1016 c-hadrons in 4π  yield factor <100 smaller (acceptance)
– FNAL 120 GeV pot: 10× smaller σcc, 10×pot by 2025 for LBNE (?)
HNL operation not compatible with neutrino physics

 Incompatible with conventional neutrino facility
 SHIP is a very powerful general-purpose facility for TODAY and FUTURE !

 Full exploitation and consolidation of the SPS complex after CNGS termination

 Complementary physics program to searches for new physics by LHC !

Use of neutrino and vector portals for development of experimental facility / sensitivity studies:


HNLs produced in charm decays have significant PT large
detector acceptance due to boost 𝝉𝝉𝐍𝐍𝟐𝟐,𝟑𝟑∝ 𝑼𝑼−𝟐𝟐 , i.e. 𝒄𝒄t ∝ 𝑶𝑶(km)

 Search for HNL from D-decays, i.e. M < 2 GeV
 B-decays: 20-100 smaller σ; B→ Dμν, i.e. limited to M ∼ 5 GeV

Polar angle of µ
from Nµπ
Angle average:
50 mrad

 Place detector as close as possible to target (as background allows) to
maximize geometrical acceptance  compromise between HP
lifetime and production angle
 “Effective muon shield” (huge µ-flux of 5×109 / spill) to reduce muoninduced bkg. from short-lived resonances accompanying charm
production below neutrino-background; acceptable rate ~105 µ /spill
 Decay vessel: “vacuum in detector volume” to reduce ν-interactions
 Away from cavern walls to reduce ν-interactions in detector proximity
 Magnetic spectrometer to reconstruct HNL mass.

Low-p: from π/K-decay
High-p: Ω/ρ decays to μμ

Present SHIP Facility:
Hidden particle

Hidden
particle
decay
volume
decay volume

 2013: originally designed to study HNL in νMSM
 Today:
- Search for wide range of weakly
interacting exotic particles (incl. SUSY)
- Study physics of ντ produced in DS decays

Spectrometer
Spectrometer
Particle
ID

Particle ID

Muon sweeper
Tau neutrino detector
Tau neutrino
detector

Muon sweeper

Extension of SHIP Facility:
 Direct Dark Matter Searches (downstream SHIP)
 LFV Experiment τ  3µ (dedicated detector)

Target / hadron
absorber Target/

hadron absorber

Initiated by CERN Management after SPSC encouragement of the SHIP in January 2014
Detailed investigation aimed at overall feasibility,
identifying options/issues & resource estimate:
– Physics motivation and requirements
– Experimental Area
– SPS configuration and beam time
– SPS beam extraction and delivery
– Target station
– Civil engineering
– Radioprotection
Document completed on July 2, 2014:
- Detailed cost estimate, manpower and
schedule
- Compatible with commissioning runs in
2022, data taking 2023
CERN EN Working group responsible for
providing design of facility for the SHIP TP

Initial reduction of beam induced backgrounds:
 Heavy material target to stop pions/kaons before they decay (to minimize neutrinos from π/K  µν)
 blow up beam to dilute energy on target
 Slow (and uniform) beam extraction  reduce occupancy / combinatorial background
 Hadron Absorber
 Active Muon Filter  muon flux limit is driven by emulsion based neutrino detector and HP background
 Vacuum decay volume followed by a Hidden Sector detector measuring the HNL decay products
Not to scale!

Hidden Sector detector optimization: beam energy / intensity, detector acceptance, background
studies with full detector simulation  design virtually background free experiment O (0.1 event)

Design consideration: 4x1013 p / 7s  ~350 kW
 Longitudinally segmented hybrid target (1.2 m length,
0.3 x 0.3 m2 transverse) with H2O cooling





High T / Compressive stresses (400 MPa)
Erosion / Corrosion
Material properties as a function of irradiation
Remote handling (Initial dose rate of 50 Sv/h…)

Target Complex:
H2 0
W (58 cm)

Energy
density
per spill:

Mo (58 cm)

Mo (58cm/4λ)

W(58cm/6λ)

Baseline: Active muon shield based entirely on magnet sweeper / passive absorber
Conceptial design:
 Need around 40 Tm of field to bend out the highest
momenta muons (Eµ ~ 350 GeV)

Active µ-shield
(2800 tons)

 Return field of the magnets tends to bend low-energy
muons back towards the detector
 Critical idea – use a first magnet to separate μ+ and μaway from z-axis and then place the return field there
 “wings” critical to design

Reduces µ-rate in spectrometer
from 5×109 to <105 / spill (Eµ > 3 GeV)
which can produce V0 (KL)

Prompt dose rates in the
experimental hall 4x13 p.o.t. / 7s
Negligible flux in terms of
SHIP detector occupancy

 Realistic design of sweeper magnets in progress.
 Challenges: flux leakage, constant field
profile, modelling magnet shape

Essential to stay within the envelope
of muons with all detectors and structures

From optimization of active muon shield and acceptance:
single detector element V (5m) and H(10m)  baseline

Hidden particle

Hidden
decay particle
volume
decay volume
2 detector elements
of 5 m x 6 m in EOI

Spectrometer
Spectrometer
Particle
ID

Particle ID

Tau neutrino detector
Tau neutrino
detector

Geometric acceptance saturates
for a given lifetime as a function
of the detector length

Muon sweeper

Target / hadron
absorber Target/

hadron absorber

Direct detection of Hidden Sector Portals:
 Full reconstruction / tracking and particle identification
of final states with e,𝜇𝜇,𝜋𝜋±,𝛾𝛾 (𝜋𝜋0,𝜌𝜌±), (𝜈𝜈), and decays in flight
Cosmologically interesting and experimentally
accessible 𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 ~ 100 𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉 −10 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉:

 Sensitivity to as many modes as possible – model
independence
 Ultimately distinguish between models

Residual backgrounds sources:

X refers to fragmentation products which may help
to tag these interactions:

 Neutrino inelastic scattering (e.g. ν/μ + p→X + KL
→ μπν)  detector under vacuum, accompanying
charged particles (tagging, timing), topological
 Muon inelastic scattering  accompanying charged
particles (tagging, timing), topological
 Muon combinatorial (e.g. µµ with µ mis-ID) 
Tagging, timing and topological
 Neutrons  Tagging, topological
 Cosmics  Tagging, timing and topological

Combination of light and
highly efficient taggers
surrounding vaccum vessel
(both the sides and the
front face) are required

 Estimated requirement for vacuum: 10-2 mbar
- Based on ν-flux: 2×104 ν-interactions per 2×1020 p.o.t. at patm.. Negligible at 0.001 mbar
- Design with factor 10 flexibility and factor 10 safety margin: 10-4 mbar

 Vacuum vessel (“double-wall structure”):

- 10 m (vertical) x 5 m (horizontal) x 62 m (length);
- Walls thickness: 8 mm (Al) / 30 mm (SS);
- Walls separation: 100 mm;
- Liquid scintillator volume: ~120 m3;
- 1500 WOMs (8 cm x Ø 8 cm Wavelength Shifting
Optical Modules + PMTs);
- Metal weight (stainless steel, no support):~480 t.

Cylindrical
bkg. tagger

LS cell with WOMs
(“ICECUBE Technique):

Front cylindrical background tagger:

Front bkg.
tagger

 Detect charged particles
entering VV from
front/side walls
 Detect reactions of µ and
ν in the vessel wall(s)
 Absorb/detect fast
neutrons before entering
the VV

Reconstruction of HP decays in various final
states:
 50 m long decay volume (“vacuum vessel”) 
background from active ν-interactions
negligible at 10-3 mbar
 10 m long magnetic spectrometer
with 0.5 Tm dipole magnet and 4 low material
tracking chambers (straws in vacuum)
 ECAL/HCAL and MUON systems outside
vacuum with infrastructure walls away to reduce
ν−µ interactions in proximity of detector

Background Suppression (under study):
 Cylinder bkg tagger  double wall vessel with
liquid-scintillator housed in between walls of
vacuum vessel
 Front bkg tagger  front window with
liquid/plastic scintillator
 Downstream high resolution (1 ns) timing
detector based on MRPC or scintillators
 (Upstream in-vacuum VETO chamber) aimed at
high efficiency of > 99% and 1 ns time resolution
 (Muon System of neutrino detector)

Magnetic spectrometer
- emphasize on lower
power < 1 MW
- design for modest 0.5 Tm
with upgrade up to 1 Tm

TRACKER: NA62-like
straw chambers in
vacuum (10-3 mbar),
120 μm spatial
resolution, 0.5% 𝑋𝑋/𝑋𝑋0
for 4 stations
Timing Detector:
< 100 ps resolution
MPRC or Sci. bars with
WLS-SiPM
(ALICE, NA61, MINOS)

ECAL/HCAL: spiral
shashlik CALO
(HERA-B, LHCb)

MUON: Sci. bars / WLS fibres
(e.g. MINOS) and SiPMs readout

Collaborative effort between CEA and LAL:

SAMPIC chip can be used for:
 The TIMING detector requires ~50ps resolution
 corresponds exactly to the initial target of
SAMPIC. The expected rate is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the limit of SAMPIC.
 The ECAL calorimeter using scintillators read by
PMT  SAMPIC can be used in the low-speed
mode with a timing resolution far better < 0.5ns
required and allowing to fully capture pulses as
long as 60 ns. Some optimization to the current
SAMPIC chip for bi-gain operation is mandatory.

Potential interests of the French groups:
 Electronics developments: SAMPIC or
others (Irfu, LAL, LPNHE)
 Micromegas detector for Tau Neutrino
target tracker (Irfu)
 VETO photodetector (LPNHE)

Initial reduction of beam induced backgrounds:
 Heavy material target to stop pions/kaons before they decay (to minimize neutrinos from π/K  µν)
 blow up beam to dilute energy on target
 Slow (and uniform) beam extraction  reduce occupancy / combinatorial background
 Hadron Absorber
 Active Muon Filter  muon flux limit is driven by emulsion based neutrino detector and HP background
 Tau neutrino detector located immediately downstream of active muon shield
Not to scale!

Tau neutrino detector optimization: negligible occupancy, emulsion limit of 104 particles /mm2,
ideally suited for studying interactions of ντ, observation of the production and decay of charm

Active
muon
shield

Vacuum
vessel

 High spatial resolution to observe the τ decay (~1um)
➙ EMULSION FILMS
 Electronic detectors to give “time” resolution to
emulsions
➙ ELECTRONIC TARGET TRACKER PLANES
 Magnetized target to measure charge of τ-products
➙ GOLIATH MAGNET
 Magnetic spectrometer to perform muon
identification and measure its charge and momentum
➙ MUON SPECTROMETER

B-field in emulsion and muon-filters in μ-spectrometer: distinguish ντ / from anti-ντ

ECC
Neutrino target:
 1155 ECC bricks to be replaced 10 times
 260 n-interactions integrated in 1 ECC brick
(during 6 months exposure)
 Total emulsion surface: 8700 m2 (5% OPERA)

Target
Tracker
(e.g. MPGD)

 Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC)
Passive material (Lead 1mm) - 56 layers
 High resolution (Nuclear emulsions) - 57 films
 Compact Emulsion Spectrometer:
 3 OPERA-like emulsion films
 2 Rohacell spacers (low density material)

Target Tracker Layout:
12 planes with 2x1 m2 surface
 Provide time stamp of the neutrino
interaction in the brick"
 Matching between the electronic
detectors and the emulsion tracker
Three possible technologies:
 Scintillating fiber tracker (250 μm
scintillating fibres readout by SiPMs)
 GEM / Micromegas tracker

Target Tracker Requirements:


Maximum thickness of the plane is 5-6 cm with small
dead space (< 1 mm)



Spatial resolution (~ 100μm) and its angular dependence



Capability of measuring the angle in each plane
(efficiency versus the track angle: up to tg(θ) = 1)



Performance in magnetic field (RD51 is currently using
GOLIATH magnet in the test-beam area);

Minimum distance between
2 ν-induced tracks
in the same event

~ 2x1 m2 MM can be built as a single module with min.
dead space : ~ 1-strip pitch (300 µm) on each PCB

4-plet thickness total budget (ATLAS NSW -7.8 cm 
to be reduced by 20-30% or use 3-plet of MM chambers

Measuring the arrival time of the signals opens a new
dimension; in this case the MM functions like a TPC
⇒ Track vectors/plane for inclined tracks

Cost Effective Solution (compared to fiber tracker):

σ < 100 um independently of track incident angle!

~40 kEUR for one MM module (i.e. for 4 layers of
~3 m2 MM plane within a module) without electronics
MM spatial resolution:
Strip pitch ~ 400-450 um
Strip width ~ 300 um
75 um

 Expect O(10000) ντ / ντ interactions in 6 tons emulsion target with 2×1020 pot
Prospects for ντ (νe, νµ) Physics :

CC interacting ν-fluxes
and spectra:

 First observation of anti-ντ
 Unique opportunity to measure ντ / anti-ντ
cross-sections differentially
 Extraction of F4 , F5 structure functions
from CC-neutrino nucleon scattering
(not accessible with lighter neutrinos)
 Charm physics with ν and anti-ν 
anti-ν highly sensitive to the s-quark
(improve understanding of the strange
quark content of nucleons)
 Study of νe at high energies (E > 20 GeV)
 Exotic states searches (e.g. multi-quark)
 Measurement of the νe production in
charmed decays  normalization for longlived hidden particle searches

Neutrino-induced charm production:

Separate contributions of valence (absent in anti- ν
case) and sea quarks: 30-2000 x CHORUS statistics

Exotic state searches (e.g. pentaquark)

SHIP Sensitivities
for selected physics channels

Physics Case for the General Beam Dump Facility

Different portals to Hidden sectors:

Long lived weakly interacting particles:
 Heavy masses, O(100 GeV): ATLAS and CMS via missing ET
 Small masses, O(1-10 GeV): LHC-b, B-factories, direct observ., large couplings =short lifetimes
 Small masses, O(1GeV), small couplings = long lifetimes: SHiP

Sensitivity based on current SPS with 2×1020 p.o.t. (~5 years of CNGS-like operation)
(Visible decays = at least two tracks crossing the spectrometer)
SHiP will scan most of the cosmologically allowed region
below the charm mass:
Benchmark scenario (II):
 ~120 events for MN2,3 = 1 GeV in cosmologically favoured
region: Uμ2 = 10-8 and τN = 180 μs

(I)

HNL BR:

(II)

(III)

Assuming a level of background of 0.1 ev.,
curves can be interpreted as 3σ evidence

 Ultimate see-saw limit is almost in reach  still would require increase of the SPS
intensity by an order of magnitude (does not currently seem to be realistic)

SHIP complementarity: Colliders are not very
sensitive with low mass / long lifetimes:
 BELLE-2 using 𝐵𝐵→𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁, where 𝑁𝑁→𝑙𝑙𝜋𝜋
may go well below 10 -4 in 0.5<MN<5 GeV
 TLEP using Z  Nν with N  lepton + 2 jets
Summary of past searches for HNL:
Depends on HNL decay
length and efficiency:
 W  ℓN at LHC:
extremely large BG,
difficult triggering/
analysis.
 Z  Nν at e+e- collider:
clean (expected sensitivity
of FCC in e+e- mode
assuming zero bkg.)

Dark photon production at SPS:

• γ’- bremsstrahlung off the incoming proton beam
• Meson decays (𝜋𝜋0, 𝜂𝜂, 𝜔𝜔, 𝜂𝜂′, … ): 𝜋𝜋0  γ’γ
PLB731 (2014) 320
arXiv:1311.0029

Dark photon decays: 𝑒𝑒+𝑒𝑒−, 𝜇𝜇+𝜇𝜇−, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 (𝜋𝜋+𝜋𝜋−, … )…

Includes form factor suppression to take
possibly into account parton scattering
arXiv:1411.4007

only e+e- and
𝜇𝜇+𝜇𝜇- decays

Includes e+e-, 𝜇𝜇+𝜇𝜇- and hadronic final states:
PRELIMINARY

Sensitivity can be improved by SHIP:
hadronic fixed target experiments overcome
the kinematic limitation of e-fixed target,
allowing searches for m (γ’) > 1GeV

SM Higgs + real singlet scalar (φ or h):
 Could have mass mh < 5 GeV;
 Mixing with the SM Higgs with angle ρ:

Dark scalar: hµ+µ−

arXiv: 1310.6752

Dark Scalar Production:
arXiv: 1310.8042
- direct: p + target  hX
- flavour decays: B  hK* (this study)
(D-CKM suppressed wrt B (5x10-10 ), while σ(D)
only 20k times larger σ(B) at 27GeV)

PRELIMINARY

Dark Scalar Decays:
some uncertainty in the
calculation of BR(h):

Sensitivity can be improved by SHIP:
Current sensitivity includes only B decays
and only muon final states (need to add
hadronic channels), cross section a bit
conservative (/3)

ALPs are well motivated from theory
 typically pseudo-Goldstone bosons
 ALP Coupling
to two photons:

 ALP Coupling to fermions:
- Production via ALP-pion mixing;
- ALP decays to γγ, µµ, ee
Probe high
energy scales:

PNGB:
decays
to γγ

Interpretation of
CHARM as
production
from neutral
pion mixing !

PRELIMINARY

SHIP can improve limits / can discover:
 Significant gain for fermion couplings
 Some gain for two-photon coupling
 Study of two-gluon coupling still to
be done

PNGB:
µ+µ−

e+e- &

beyond 1GeV
things are
complicated
due to
dominance of
hadronic decays

 Light SUSY sgoldstinos (hep-ph/000735):
Production/decay might be like HNL,
i.e. DπX followed by X  π+π−
 Light R-parity violating SUSY neutralinos
(hep-ph/0106199):
B/D → Xχ0 , χ0 → μ+μ−ν; χ0 → Kν; K+eLSP with R-parity “slightly” violated: τ < 0.1 s
 Light Pseudo-Dirac Gauginos:
predicted in SUSY with U(1) R-symmetry
ppΨΨ; χ2 → ll χ1

RPV neutralinos:

e

K

add B-decays to extend mass reach
Chern-Simons portal:

 Chern-Simons portal:
new X vector boson coupled to SM bosons
with Chern-Simons like interactions

Light PseudoDirac Gauginos:

Sensitivity
studies in
progress

Sensitivity
studies in
progress

SUSY Hidden Sector:
Gauge extension:
SU3xSU2xU1xU1
Modified decays
of hidden photon:

arXiv: 1402.4817

Relativistic beam of light Dark Matter with
2x1020 pot
 The signature of DM
is a neutral current
scattering event 
very similar to
ν-induced NC event
Tau neutrino detector could be used for DM
detection (9 ton)  comparison with E613 FNAL
 factor 100 more events in SHIP (but
also more background (neutrino NC)
Tau neutrino detector is 9t for DM a factor 10 less mass

(number of events)

Collider Experiments: LFV Searches τ  µ+μ-μ- (LHCb)
Observed (expected) τ 
ν-mass
term (SM)

µ+μ-μ-:

8.0x10-8

(8.3x

10-8)

PLB724 (2013) 36

BSM
physics

Sensitivity:
1 fb-1 (LHCb)
1 ab-1 (e+e-,
charm/tau
factory)

LHCb Run 2 may overtake the Belle limit …
but should eventually be overtaken by Belle 2

SHIP Experimental Facility:

LHCb

Projections:
Belle

List of D-backgrounds:

Sensitivity studies
are in progress

 SHIP is the universal tool to probe New Physics at the Intensity Fronterin the
largely unexplored domain of new, very weakly interacting particles
 SHIP facility also opens unique opportunity for ντ- physics (largely extending
original physics motivation of the SHIP proposal to the SM Physics)
 Future extension of the SHIP facility for DM and LFV searches is possible
 Major technological and engineering challenges of the SHIP Facility have been
addressed during the last year:
 target and beam-line active muon shield (thanks to CERN EN), decay
volume, background taggers, timing detectors …
One year ago SHIP was just an idea
 TODAY SHIP IS THE GENERAL PURPOSE FACILITY which could help:
 to increase diversity of the particle physics program world-wide
 to explore the Fermi scale and to provide guidance on the scale of the New
Physics or on the coupling strength of any new particles to the SM particles.

